1943: A Turning Point in the Holocaust
First Yad Vashem Italian Graduates' Seminar
Emilia-Romagna, Italy
Sunday, November 17
Bologna Jewish Museum

19:00-19:45 Tour of the Bologna Jewish Museum
Bologna Jewish Museum Staff
(Light refreshments will be provided)

19:45-20:30 Greetings and Welcome at the Bologna Jewish Museum
Noemi Ranieri, UIL School
Representative, Emilia-Romagna Legislative Assembly
Representative, Bologna Jewish Museum
Anna Piperno, Italian Ministry of Education
Dr. Naama Shik, Yad Vashem**

* Italian-English translation

** English-Italian translation
1943: A Turning Point in the Holocaust
First Yad Vashem Italian Graduates' Seminar
Emilia-Romagna, Italy
Monday, November 18
Emilia-Romagna Regional Parliament

09:00 Arrival to Emilia-Romagna Regional Parliament
09:00-9:45 Greetings*
representative, Emilia-Romagna Legislative Assembly*
Anna Piperno, Italian Ministry of Education*
Dr. Naama Shik, Yad Vashem **
09:45-11:15 1943: A Turning Point **
Dr. Naama Shik, Yad Vashem
11:15-12:00 Why Teach about the Shoah – Text and Context**
Yiftach Ashkenazy, Yad Vashem
12:00-12:15 Yad Vashem Website in Italian*
Rita Chiappini, Yad Vashem

Supported by: In cooperation with:
The Federal Republic of Germany
Regione Emilia-Romagna Assemblea Legislativa
Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
12:15-12:30  Greeting from UIL, Yad Vashem partner*

Noemi Ranieri, UIL School

12:30-13:30  Lunch

13:30-15:00  How to Teach the Holocaust (working in three groups)

- Everyday Life in the Warsaw Ghetto
  Yiftach Ashkenazy, Yad Vashem**

- Il Cielo si Aprira per Te**
  Rita Chiappini, Vashem

- May Your Memory Be Love
  Dr. Naama Shik, Yad Vashem

15:00-15:30  Concluding Remarks*

Dr. Naama Shik, Yad Vashem

* Italian-English translation
** English-Italian translation